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Summary
In this deliverable we present the adaptation and use of colony picking robotics for
phototrophic microalgae, especially cyanobacteria. Complementary to this deliverable a
protocol for the isolation of unicellular cyanobacteria by the use of the colony picking
robotic has been developed within WP2 (see deliverable D2.9). The proof of concept in
regard to the pick-up and transfer of microalgal colonies from an agar plate to a deep
well microtiter plate for subsequent cultivation in a high throughput manner has been
shown for the cyanobacterial model organisms Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (see recent
reports and the respective publication Tillich U.M. et al. 2014: High-throughput
cultivation and screening platform for phototrophic microorganisms, BCM
Biotechnology).
As already stated in the deliverable D2.9 the application of the established protocol for
environmental samples needs a respective sample preparation which separates the
unicellular cyanobacterial strains from the filamentous strains before the colony picking
robotic can be applied. The sample preparation is needed because it was not possible
to pick-up strains that do not grow as colonies. The deliverable D2.9 describes related
limitations of this colony picking approach as well as our trials to counteract those
limitations.
Taken the limitations into account we conclude that the relative low complexity of
environmental samples obtained within the MaCuMBA project so far and the additional
need of sample preparation for the isolation of pure unialgal strains from low-complex
samples do actually not support the use of a high throughput colony picking approach
for strain isolation. This situation will likely be different when samples have been taken
from complex cyanobacterial blooms.
Furthermore, the use of a colony picking robotic for the selected pick-up of microalgal
colonies and their transfer to deep-well-microtiter plates (dw-MTPs) is also a powerful
tool for different other applications, e.g. in the field of screening, systems biology and
adaptive evolution in which the colony picking approach will be very helpful for
handling large collections of strains and cell lines. Examples for such applications
include the efficient transfer of large numbers of colonies resulting from the
transformation of a gene or transposon library or the separation of more stress
tolerant cell lines after a resp. adaptive evolution of a strain.
In addition to that, the application of colony robotics would further increase if newer
generations of colony picking robotics with fluorescence detection are applied. Such
fluorescence detection could not only be used for a better differentiation of
heterotrophic organisms and microalgae but might also allow for differentiation among
different microalgae. Therefore the recognition and picking of also filamentous
microalgae might then be a realistic possibility again.

Partner(s) involved in Deliverable production: Cyano Biotech GmbH (partner 5)
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Development of specialized robotics systems for colony picking
and defined inoculation by adaptation of the picking robotic
Genetix OPix
As a major contribution within the MaCuMBA project Cyano Biotech planned to develop
an integrated high throughput isolation and screening platform for microalgae,
especially for cyanobacteria. The overall platform should consist of colony picking and
transfer of selected cyanobacterial colonies into 96 dw-MTPs, cultivation of the
selected cyanobacterial strains in dw-MTPs and transfer of culture samples from the
MTPs onto MALDI-TOF templates by pipetting robotic for the subsequent MS analyses
of both, the protein fingerprint for taxonomic classification and the secondary
metabolite spectrum (fig. 1).
As reported recently, we could successful prove the concept for the colony picking
robotic as described in this deliverable and for the pipetting robotic as described in
deliverable D8.3 by using samples of the cyanobacterial model organisms
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. Furthermore we established the respective protocols for
the isolation of strains and their screening as described for the deliverable D2.9.
Results have been published in Tillich U.M. et al. 2014: High-throughput cultivation
and screening platform for phototrophic microorganisms, BCM Biotechnology.
During the course of development of the colony picking robotics we have identified
major drawbacks of the technology in regard to its suitability for filamentous
cyanobacteria, especially the fast moving strains of the morphological section 3. This
limitation could not be resolved so far by embedding of filamentous strains in top agar
within WP2. We therefore developed a filtration technique to separate unicellular from
filamentous strains prior plating the samples onto agar (see deliverable D2.9) which
worked effectively but slows down the overall process.
Another possibility to overcome this limitation would be the use of fluorescence
detection which is available for the new generation of the colony picking robotic. This
detection will allow for better recognition of microalgal colonies and filaments on a
plate and their respective differentiation from heterotrophic microorganism. This
appears very promising and potentially could resolve the current limitation of the
system. In addition one can expect that the differentiation between heterotrophic and
phototrophic microorganisms works much better allowing for the use of more complex
samples in general.
Independently from the nature of detection, the colony picking robotic can not only be
applied for the isolation of microalgae from environmental samples. There exist many
other applications of the established colony picking robot and the respective protocols
beside the use for strain isolation. Such applications comprises but are not limited to
diverse screening and/or adaptive evolution approaches on plates but also systems
biology approaches in which the colony picking approach will be very helpful for
handling large collections of strains and cell lines. Examples could include a screening
for higher productivity based on colony size or the efficient transfer of large numbers
of colonies resulting from the transformation of a gene or transposon library or the
separation of more stress tolerant cell lines after a resp. adaptive evolution of a strain.
Therefore the development of the specialized robotics for colony picking and defined
inoculation by adaptation of the picking robotic Genetix OPix (figs. 2 and 3) will in any
case strengthen the biotechnological exploitation of microalgae by significant
improvement of the handling and separation of large numbers of strains and cell lines.
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Note: The protocol for the use of colony robotic Genetix OPix for the isolation of single
cell cyanobacterial strain is listed in the annex of deliverable D2.9. The protocol also
includes the optimization towards separation of unicellular and filamentous
cyanobacteria within environmental samples mentioned above.

Fig. 1: Components and work flow of the integrated high throughput isolation and screening
platform for microalgae
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Fig. 2: The colony picking robot Genetix OPix and its picking head with concave pin tips.

Fig. 3: Left: CCD camera for image recognition picking head with for pick-up and transfer of
colonies (left); Picking head with concave pin tips (middle); Tray for MTPs in which colonies are
transferred (right)
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Set-up of hard- and software parameters of the colony picking
robot Genetix OPix
During the development of the protocol the major steps of optimization and
improvement related to the recognition of colonies. Generally the imaging system of
the robotics recognize colonies via a grey scale-threshold. Usually this means the
threshold needs to allow for the recognition of relative bright colonies (like colonies
from E. coli) on a darker background (like e.g. a LB agar plate). The situation for
phototrophic microorganisms is converse that means the imaging system needs to
recognize darker colonies on a brighter background. Therefore the QPix software has
to be set to use an inverted threshold mask. This optimization is based on the
identification of the optimal grey scale-threshold which can be adjusted between 0 and
255 (0 for white and 255 for black). The optimal threshold, which has been identified
for the model organism Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 has been determined with 60-95. A
discrimination of heterotrophic colonies also from other microalgal colonies than
Synechocystis sp. seems to be possible as well because the heterotrophic colonies are
not recognized at all when using this threshold (i.e. they are darker).
In contrast to our expectations it finally was not necessary to apply transparentcolored films on top of the agar plates in order to increase differences in contrast of
green and yellow/white colonies. However, we have tested red, blue and yellow
colored films and concluded that the contrast with the yellow-colored film has been
best as it gave a lower “roundness” value within the image analysis software and
therefore allowed for a better recognition (fig. 4). Furthermore it has been shown that
fungi could be discriminated by the shape of the colonies (frayed edges of the
colonies).
Beside the recognition of microalgal colonies and their discrimination from
heterotrophic microorganisms we needed to identify a reliable way of transfer of
enough cell material from the agar plates into the liquid media inside the deep-wellMTPs. Only the transfer of sufficient numbers of cells of the colonies into the wells of
the deep well-MTP would allow for growth without significant delay. This goal has
been, however, already achieved by using the standard concave tip-shape as well as
an optimized protocol for the suspension of picked colonies into the media inside the
wells of the dw-MTPs.
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Fig. 4: Increase of contrast for improved recognition of microalgal colonies by the use
of transparent filter: Left – no color filter applied; Right – use of yellow filter. Green
circles indicate microalgal colonies recognized for subsequent picking.
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Based on the above-described adaptation we defined the following set-up and process
(box 1) extraction from the developed protocol for strain isolation; D2.9):

Colony Picking and transfer into deep well-MTPs
Innitialize the Robot and calibrate the system and picking height as described in the
user manual
Sterilize the Genetix QPix by cleaning with 70% ethanol an turning on the integrated
UV lamp for 15min
Fill two washing basins with 70% EtOH (or other sterilizing agent) and 100% ethanol
respectively
Place the hard plastic agar plate with a suitable number of colonies into the holder of
the Genetix QPix
Use the manual of general set-up
Specifically set the following parameters for microalgae:
o Inverted threshold Mask
o Grey-scale threshold: 60-95
o Diameter (min-max): 15 – 200
o Roundness: 0,85
o Axis Ratio: 0,02
o Check Proximity: On
Start the colony picking process
After picking of colonies and complete filling of the deep well MTP put the deep-well
MTP on a MTP-shaker and incubate it in an air-conditioned cultivation room at the
appropriated light and temperature conditions (depending on the sample spot) and
incubate them for further processing
Turn on the UV Light for 15 min for sterilizing the picking robot

Comments:
-

-

-

Independently from the fact that non-sterile samples are processed it is recommended
to work in a sterile environment (clean bench) and to employ aseptic techniques as
good as possible in order to prevent additional contamination originating from the lab
environment when isolating the cyanobacteria strains.
Autoclaving is the most effective way to sterilize heat-resistant materials (e.g. the glass
bottles and media). When properly operated, an autoclave kills all microorganisms,
even heat resistant spores of bacteria and fungi.
Before starting the work it is recommended to organize your material and equipment to
ensure a minimal movement in and outside of the clean bench. Furthermore only
material which is needed should be in the workspace of the clean bench.

Box 1: Developed set-up and process for the picking robotic Genetix OPix

As the colony picking robot Genetix OPix is fully computer controlled the determined
parameter can be directly entered into the respective software. Figures 5 and 6 show
screenshots of the software windows in which the parameter have to be entered.
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Fig. 5: Software window for setting the general picking parameter.

Fig. 6: Software window for setting the recognition parameter.
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